
Stand on this high, hillside vineyard and overlook the entire 
Russian River Valley. Excellent volcanic soil and cool 
afternoon winds ensure dark, powerful, complex fruit. 
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EDDIE’S PATCH 
WILD MOUNTAINSIDE 

1 HOPPE-KELLY VINEYARD
   

�is small, remote vineyard is organically farmed on an 
extreme slope with low yields. Its fruit captures the wild 
site qualities: earthy, meaty, savory and dark. 
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WILD MOUNTAINSIDE 
WILD MOUNTAINSIDE 

3 TIMBERVINE RANCH
   

�is pedigreed site with old vines and gnarly trunks, coastal 
breezes and cool morning fog, and a signature soil profile 
delivers low-yield grapes of rare intensity and complexity.  
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CHLOE  

5 RITCHIE VINEYARD
   

�is far-west site on the steep eastern slope of Black 
Mountain features rolling Tuscan-like hills of highly 
complex, iron-rich soil. 
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WILD MOUNTAINSIDE 

4 GREYWACKE VINEYARD
   

�is rocky Westside Road site is in the heart of the 
“miracle mile” among the most historically famous Pinot 
Noir vineyards in California. 
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2 DUMOL FLAX ESTATE
   

�is is an incredible ridgetop site that stays cool while 
enjoying lots of exposure. �e field selections planted here 
ripen slowly and evenly, developing wonderful balance 
and nuance.
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WILD MOUNTAINSIDE 

6 DUMOL GVR ESTATE 
  

Called “�e Secret Garden” by our winemaker, this cool 
dry-farmed three-acre monopole parcel produces vibrant, 
concentrated red fruit. 
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7 WILDROSE ESTATE VINEYARD 
  

We planted this vineyard in 2010 with pedigree clones. �e 
very steep northeast-facing hillside has very shallow soil 
forcing the vines to dig deep, limiting vigor and 
encouraging fruit complexity.



















9 DUTTON UPP ROAD VINEYARD 
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WESTER REACH  

�is small, very steep site — formerly an apple orchard — 
produces classic Old Wente Chardonnay. Very well-drained 
soil and persistent cooling winds keep the vines small and 
the fruit beautifully balanced and concentrated.  



















10 DUTTON HANSEN HILL VINEYARD 
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WESTER REACH 

�is is a great old-vine, dry-farmed, late-ripening vineyard, 
featuring wide spacing and very deep rootstock, that we 
have partnered with since our inaugural Pinot Noir in 1996.
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  RYAN  

8 DUTTON WIDDOES VINEYARD 
   

Our extremely high-density vineyards force our vines to 
delve deep into shallow soils creating fruit of extraordinary 
complexity and concentration. 

13 DUMOL KEARNEY ESTATE   
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Our extremely high-density vineyards force our vines to 
delve deep into ideal soils creating fruit of extraordinary 
complexity and concentration. 

14 DUMOL O’CONNELL ESTATE   
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HIGHLAND DIVIDE  
FINN  

While very close to the ocean yet above the fog line, this 
Morelli Lane site is temperate and sheltered, its fruit 
deep, vibrant, and wonderfully concentrated. 



















15 DUTTON MORELLI LN. VINEYARD
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HIGHLAND DIVIDE 

�is newly planted ten acres — formerly an apple orchard 
— sits in classic Goldridge soil with a top layer of 
“moondust.” We expect this cool site to be one of our 
future star vineyards.

11 DUMOL MARSHALL ESTATE 
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Our extremely high-density vineyards force our vines to 
delve deep into ideal soils creating fruit of extraordinary 
complexity and concentration. 

12 DUMOL COFFEE LANE ESTATE   
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HIGHLAND DIVIDE  

�is beautiful site is surrounded by redwoods and strongly 
influenced by the nearby Pacific. 
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WESTER REACH  
WESTER REACH   

17 DUTTON JENTOFT VINEYARD 
   

�is old-vine, wide-row ridgetop vineyard is truly a 
California “Grand Cru” with a strong maritime influence 
delivering complex savory and mineral elements.



















16 CHARLES HEINTZ VINEYARD
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ISOBEL 

Our most westerly site, this high-density, multi-clonal 
vineyard is planted on deep sand within a redwood forest. 
Buffered by a ridge, the site maintains an ideal microclimate. 



















18 JOY ROAD VINEYARD
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Located in the heart of the Santa Rosa Laguna plains, this 
site has incredibly diverse soils that range from heavier clays 
to lighter sands — the richer clay soils deliver depth and 
density in Pinot Noir. 



















19 OCCIDENTAL ROAD VINEYARD
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FINN  

Farmed by the Bazzano Family since its inception, this is 
one of California’s most famous Chardonnay plantings 
with a 40-year track record of world-class quality. 



















20 LORENZO VINEYARD 
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WESTER REACH 


